Regrettably, the very title of this field is misleading. Taken literally, transborder data flow means the international flow of information. The term does not connote any limitations of the method by which the information may be transmitted. These could range from courier and smoke signal to electron and laser. However, it is not simply the transmission, in and of itself, which concerns everyone. To reflect this problem much of the international community has adopted a new label for this field: Informatics.

Much has been written on this topic in recent years, but little has been said. Perhaps this is because no one really understands either the scope of the field or its content. It is very difficult to regulate in a vacuum, which is what most legal minds have been forced to do. American lawyers and businessmen do not like change because it creates confusion and uncertainty. To create order out of chaos is more the job of the philosopher or programmer. Such a mind must balance the basic forces of conflict, often unstated but nevertheless manifesting themselves through distracting symptoms and fads. The problems of computer networks are difficult enough to solve within a unified law district. These difficulties increase exponentially when they arise in the international arena or in a context involving multiple law districts.

The reader may nod sagely and comment about the political problems inherent in dealing in the international arena. That is not the source of the problem, although it certainly is a contributing factor. Distance does not exist to a computer network; it is a meaningless con-
cept. To every user, the whole computer is effectively in the same room as the user is. When distance is a meaningless concept, every problem becomes a border problem. As every scholar knows, border problems are very difficult to contend with, which explains why there are so many jurisdictional principles. While science fiction can create many more complex problems for the legal scholar, the legal community has its hands full trying to handle this one.

A computer system, any computer system, can be broken down into four fundamental functions:

1. Telecommunications;
2. Memory;
3. Manipulation of information; and

Each of these elements exists outside of computer systems and has been dealt with by the legal community for years. Computers add a quantitative rather than a qualitative dimension to each element. The combination of these elements with a computer's speed may create a synergistic effect. If that is so, putting the entire bundle of elements together may be sufficient to produce a qualitative change. First, however, each element should be examined carefully.

Telecommunications is the simplest element. It is a connection between two or more points which allows a flow of information. There is at least one virtually universal telecommunications system readily available to everyone, the telephone system. Within each state, there is a second and more limited telecommunications system, the power lines. Now there is a rapidly growing telecommunications system which will hopefully become universal in the near future and allow at least one-way (if politics are merely two sides of the same coin. While I have not forgotten that dearly learned lesson, it is still easier to concentrate on one side of the coin at a time, rather than two.

4. A border problem is one of those hypothetical problems which haunt first year law students, i.e., person A in country 1 shoots across the border into country 2, killing person B. What law governs? If the hypothetical was carefully drafted, it is possible that A's action would have been a crime in either country 1 or 2 but was not simply because the crime occurred across the border so that its elements did not occur in the pertinent states. Of course, it is equally possible that two crimes could have been committed, but such a hypothetical would have no intellectual interest.

5. I.e., (1) Territoriality, including objective or extended territoriality; (2) Active personality (nationality of the actor); (3) Protective or Security (national defense, counterfeiting, etc.); (4) Universal (piracy, genocide, etc.); (5) International (as distinguished by Ian Brownlie from Universal); and (6) Passive personality (nationality of the victim).

6. Consider the legal problems created by Extra Sensory Perception (ESP) or even time travel, due to the meaninglessness of time and distance in these fields.

7. This is the means by which "wireless" intercoms and the like work.
not two-way) communications, television, and video text.  

From a practical standpoint, information is only useful to the extent that it is distributed. As a general rule, information known to no one or to only one person is not very useful. Information is a commodity and telecommunications is the most efficient method of distributing that commodity.

Information is a very unusual commodity. It can be sold but cannot be consumed. Its value can alter dramatically from one moment to another. The value of information lies in its scarcity, which the very act of distribution starts to destroy. Distribution of information in effect creates more information, unlike almost any other commodity. The useful life of information is short and will get shorter as telecommunications become more efficient.

Some authors have broken down data communications into various parts:

1. Electronic mail;
2. Facsimile equipment;
3. Electronic information and documentation services; and
4. Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) systems.

This scheme is interesting but flawed. Certainly this list is not complete and is useful only for illustrative purposes. While these categories do exist, this breakdown does not contribute to an understanding of the subject. An electronic blip of a facsimile transmission is no different in quality from an electronic blip of electronic mail or even a voice telephone. What is important, in terms of regulating the content of communications, is the fact that the signal was sent, not the relative efficiency of the sending device.

The international community recognized this when the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) was named. The ITU regulates radio, television, telephone, and so on. The common thread is telecommunications. It would be foolish to regulate the functions of microwaves, lasers, and old-fashioned copper wire in different manners, at least in terms of function. Obviously, each is different from an administrative viewpoint: microwaves can cook people, lasers can blind people, and copper wire can conduct enough electricity to electrocute people. None
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8. Consider scandal, for example, although that also depends on how one defines "useful."
9. E.g., United Kingdom's Ceefax and Oracle.
of this should affect the regulations imposed on each medium simply because it may be used for a telecommunications purpose.

Second, is the element of memory. Every computer network has at least some memory, and most have a substantial amount of memory. Memory is, in and of itself, inherently frightening. Most people are ashamed of something they have done in the past, and would rather not be reminded of it. Even though the physical event may be imaginary or grossly exaggerated, the threatening feeling is very real.

Memory can be used as an instrument of social control, in the same way that language may become an instrument of social control. In more barbarous times, memory deprivation was used for that purpose. Books, a form of memory, have been destroyed for centuries because their contents were heretical, against public policy, or threatened the security of the king or the state. Oral communications, another more fragile manifestation of memory, were disrupted by blinding or cutting the tongue. A witness’ credibility is dramatically reduced when he can no longer see. A man who has had his tongue cut out will have a difficult time passing along an oral tradition to his children, especially in an illiterate society. Of course, the grossest manipulation of all involves the murder of a man and his family before any information can be passed along.

Often, the accuracy of the information was not in dispute. Information that was true or mostly true was more dangerous than information which was demonstrably false. At common law, the greater the truth, the greater was the libel. Not only was truth no defense, but truth was an aggravating circumstance.

With the advent of modern technology, the manipulation of memory takes on more subtle methods. An unfortunate person can be hypnotised, pumped full of psychoactive drugs, given electro-convulsive shock “therapy,” or subjected to psychosurgery. As more and more information is gleaned through the media, control of the media is merely remote control of the general population’s memory. Careful control of the input into any “memory device,” be it a person or a computer, ultimately regulates memory. Sometimes this memory can be recovered by calculation or deduction, but only in a limited number of cases. Most information is remembered, not calculated. As the total store of information increases, this proposition becomes increasingly more accurate.

An interesting thing happens as the cost of memory goes down. The value of the information remembered decreases also. Eventually, the marginal cost of the information will equal the marginal cost of the memory required to preserve the additional information. As information costs drop, it becomes more likely that incorrect, incomplete, or other valueless information will be retained. Verification and correction work
in a similar fashion. A low marginal cost for having incorrect data coupled with a moderate or high marginal cost for updating the information means the data will not be updated. It is simply economically unfeasible. This is why incorrect data so often gets recorded into records and is so difficult to get out.

Third, is the element of manipulation. Within a computer's hardware, this is represented by the central processing unit (CPU) or arithmetic logic unit (ALU). This is the ability to take information and process it in a uniform manner. It can be as complex as monitoring the health of orbiting astronauts or as simple as adding two plus two. This is the element which separates analysis from regurgitation. Data is taken and treated in some fashion to yield further data which was not obvious from the original data.

Fourth and last is the element of remote movement. At present, this is the element which is closest to science fiction. It has received no attention at all in the current debate about transborder data flow. Of course, that does not mean remote movement will not obtain importance in the relatively near future. Perhaps remote movement will enable "robots" to perform tasks which would be impossible for humans to do, ranging from maintenance of the core in a nuclear reactor to deep sea bed mining and salvage. Physicians are currently working on computer-controlled artificial replacement limbs and direct muscle stimulation to help paralyzed patients walk and move. Already robots are used in car manufacturing plants. There is nothing to stop them from being reprogrammed remotely or even from being centrally controlled from a remote, possibly foreign, site.

By now, the reader should be able to see the potential synergy in each of these fundamental function building blocks. Telecommunications plus memory could possibly create the largest "library" ever conceived, available to everyone everywhere. Telecommunications plus manipulation could create anything from an overgrown calculator to an idiot-savant Delphi oracle. Telecommunications plus remote movement could create remotely controlled robots, with all of their attendant good and bad multiple uses. Perhaps it would revolutionize the travel industry, particularly to hazardous areas. Putting all four elements together creates a very powerful force; something which communicates easily, forgets nothing without being told to forget it, and is capable of performing manipulations no ordinary person could perform in a lifetime.

No one can be certain of the effect of such a system. Without a doubt, it would have a fundamental effect on our world community as did paper, reading, and writing. To this day, no one knows the full effect paper had on society. The changes have been so radical that life would
seem to be impossible without paper. Computer networks will have a similar impact, not unlike the effect of the industrial revolution. Certainly there will be bad or traumatic effects from having this change, but they will probably be outweighed by the good or beneficial effects. In the beginning, the negative effects will be more evident than after a period of adjustment.

It is important to remember what is at stake, in terms of economics, when transborder data flows are discussed. The potential value of information processing is simply staggering. One-half of the United States' gross national product is taken up by the so-called "information economy." Airlines rely on the SITA reservation network. Banks rely on SWIFT and EUREX to conduct their business in the multi-arena financial markets with some semblance of coordination. Hotels rely on reservation systems ranging from Holidex to UTELL. Major computer service vendors have created multinational networks, such as GEIS, Tymshare, CISI, and FIDES. Usually these commercial organizations have absolutely no idea for what purpose their computer network is being used or what information is being stored in their network. Surprisingly, there is no clear significant connection between data processing and employment.12

Some of the side effects are foreseeable. Doubtless some special interest groups will want to use computer networks for their own benefit and to the detriment of the world community. This manipulation may be direct, secondary, or tertiary. It will be justified on many counts, ranging from privacy to protection of infant domestic industries.13 A wide assortment of national barriers can be and are erected, for whatever reason, against multinational computer networks.14

Historically, nations have not liked the idea of allowing a free flow of information across their borders. At one time it was very cumbersome to send transnational telegrams in Europe. The telegram was sent to the
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14. Examples of such barriers are: (1) taxes; (2) interception of things contrary to public order, morals, or standards of good behavior; (3) requirement of a percentage to be produced domestically; (4) outright ban (based upon cultural preservation, national sovereignty, etc.); (5) data protection laws (privacy); (6) imposition of inconsistent or narrowly interpreted technical standards; and, (7) monitoring requirements. See generally International Data Flow, 1981: Hearings Before a Subcomm. on Government Operations of the House Comm. on Government Operations, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. (1980) [hereinafter cited as Hearings]; Eger, Emerging Restrictions on Transborder Data Flows: Privacy Protection or Non-Tariff Trade Barriers, 10 LAW & POL'Y IN INT'L BUS. 1055 (1978).
border, where it was transcribed. A courier carried the telegram physically across the border. Once on the other side, the telegram was re-sent on to the next border outpost or to its destination if it was within the borders of that nation.\textsuperscript{15} While this cumbersome system has thankfully faded into obscurity, the reflex it symbolizes has not dwindled appreciably.

An analysis must be made of the nature of a computer network. Is the access to a computer network limited, or is it essentially unlimited? An example of an unlimited system is speech, where access is not limited by any inherent natural or technological limitations. An example of a limited system is broadcast radio or television where the electromagnetic spectrum has room for only a finite number of channels. Different policies govern the two types of systems because of the difference in the availability of access. An unlimited system is characterized by freedom of access, while a limited system is characterized by controlled access.\textsuperscript{16} There is no technological reason to limit access to a hypothetical computer network, which suggests that access to a hypothetical computer network should not be controlled by governments.

This was not the approach taken by the General Assembly of the United Nations in December 1978.\textsuperscript{17} A resolution entitled "A New World Information Order" was passed by the General Assembly, calling for:

(1) Free circulation, and wider and better balanced dissemination of information;
(2) Change LDC's (Lesser Developed Countries) from dependence to interdependence and cooperation; and
(3) Equal dialogue between differing societies.

This resolution has the same political overtones as those of the "New Economic Order" resolution which in and of itself is neither good nor bad. Perhaps it is idealistic because it is self-contradictory. Often the cry for "balance" is contrary to the free circulation of information because it is a cry for censorship. Such a cry is potentially justifiable when dealing with a limited access medium. It has no applicability when dealing with unlimited access media, except as a sword for censorship. Since computer networks are an unlimited access medium, the "balance" concept is not applicable. A computer network does not centrally create informa-

\textsuperscript{15} Gotlieb, supra note 13, at 228.
\textsuperscript{16} A limited system may be balanced in terms of access, e.g., users may be restricted to five minutes; or it may be balanced as a content, e.g., through presentation of differing viewpoints.
\textsuperscript{17} See generally Hearings, supra note 14, at 547 (statement of Ambassador Vohn Rein Larda, Director, International Communications Agency); Colby, Intelligence in the 1980s, 1 INFORMATION SOC'Y 53 (1981).
tion. Rather, information is gathered and disseminated decentrally, which is the very phenomenon which makes a computer system so hard to control.

After all of this, it is important to examine the actual applications of computer network transborder data flow. Since the common users of these systems are large multinational companies, particular attention should be paid to their current uses and needs. One example is Motorola Inc., which stores:

(1) Inventory information;
(2) Sales data;
(3) Incoming orders (internal and external);
(4) Payroll;
(5) Cost accounting standards;
(6) Independent timesharing applications with shared files;
(7) Product test parameters;
(8) Part characterization data;
(9) Invoices;
(10) Accounts receivable information; and
(11) Production schedules.18

Another example is Levi Strauss, which stores:

(1) Manufacturing schedules;
(2) Intercompany prices;
(3) Inventory status;
(4) Shipping instructions;
(5) Financial information of all types; and
(6) Operating information from production and distribution activities.19

A final example is Chase Manhatten Bank20, which stores and uses information on high net worth individuals in connection with its cash management service, and its international private banking department.

As the reader can see, very little of this information is about individuals. Most transborder data flows are by organizations and about their operations.21 Privacy plays a very minor part of the import and export of this type of information. Certainly some data, such as payroll or personnel files, should be protected. But often privacy is just a convenient club with which to beat to death the freedom to exchange information.


20. Hearings, supra note 14, at 740 (statement of Kay Riddle, Vice President, Chase Manhattan).

It also follows that national security claims are equally exaggerated. Member states of the International Telecommunications Convention have a great deal of control over the import and export of information into and out of their countries. A state may stop private telegrams and intercept any private telecommunications which threatens its security. A state may require disclosure of cryptographic keys. There is no reason to give nations even greater power, since this should be sufficient. Nor should "national security" be interpreted so broadly as to swallow up the major premise that information should be freely exchanged.

Regulation of an actual transborder data transmission can be effectively accomplished under existing public international law, particularly the ITU. Regulation regarding privacy need not be done at an international level. It can be done effectively on a national level, particularly since the much feared "data havens" have failed to materialize.

Several states have data protection laws. Of course, the scope of these laws does vary. Some recognize the privacy rights of only natural persons, while others accord privacy rights to corporations and other legal persons as well as to natural persons. Some of these laws apply

22. Id. at 166.
24. Id. at art. XXII.
28. E.g., Act of 63 on Systematic Recording of Personal Data, art. 1 (Iceland); Act of 9th June, 1978 Relating to Personal Data Registers (Norway).
only to state maintained records, to privately maintained records, or to both publicly and privately maintained records. However there are certain principles which are common to virtually all privacy legislation.

To start, there is a social justification principle. Information should be collected only for those uses which are socially acceptable. For instance, it may be acceptable to collect data on traffic ticket scofflaws but it would not be acceptable to compile a data register of all Jews. Of course, what is socially justifiable varies from society to society, so this is an elusive limitation.

Next, there is a collection limitation principle. Only the minimum necessary data should be collected to perform the task at hand. The data should be collected by fair and lawful means. If appropriate, the data subject should either consent to or know about the collection. Reasons for this limitation should be self-evident. It is very difficult to violate the privacy of personal records which do not exist.

The validity of any data must be assured, mandating a data quality principle. Any data should be accurate, complete, and up to date. Very often the usefulness of data is significantly impaired because the data is not accurate. Incorrect and incomplete data is frequently worse than no information at all. A complete lack of information acts as a cautionary flag. Undetected errors cause problems because information is always assumed to be correct.

There is usually a use limitation principle, sometimes called a purpose restriction. This requires the data subject to be informed of the reason for the data collection at the time it is collected. Data collected for one purpose can only be used for that purpose or another compatible purpose. Of course, the data subject could subsequently authorize another use, or the law may specify another use based upon public policy, i.e., collecting taxes. After the reason for the data has expired, the data should be destroyed.

Laws also embody a security principle. Reasonable precautions should be taken to prevent unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification, or disclosure of data. Even the finest data becomes useless if it is tampered with or destroyed between the time it is collected and the time it is used.

At the heart of the privacy issue is the disclosure limitation princi-
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33. This gives rise to the possibility that a means may be lawful but unfair; an issue not unlike the unjust law problem which haunts jurisprudential scholars.
Privacy requires disclosure to balance the need to use the information against the individual's desire to prevent disclosure. Information can be disclosed with consent, by authority of law, and by a publicly known usage of common and routine practice. This allows practices such as the publishing of a telephone directory. Certain information is so common, such as names and addresses, that the regular practice is to disclose them. In effect, the data subject impliedly consents to such disclosures. This may be explained under some type of social contract theory.

To avoid a "Catch-22" situation, most laws embody an openness principle. It should be easy to discover, perhaps as a matter of public record, the existence and nature of personal data, its main purpose, and the identity of its custodian. If this information were not available, it would be very difficult for the data subject to verify the accuracy of such data. Accuracy is positively correlated to knowledge that the data exists. Very often secret records are misleading, incomplete, and inaccurate.

Another corollary is the time limitation principle. Data which has fulfilled its usefulness should be destroyed. This is simple and economic, and yet it is a rare procedure in today's business world. Record keepers are trained to keep data, not to dispose of it. Keeping data which can no longer be used for its original purpose invites a violation of the use limitation principle.

It is very important to have an accountability principle. There must be someone who takes responsibility for the data under the law. In large organizations, responsibility is frequently passed on and ultimately avoided altogether. No one wishes to be accountable, even though all covet the power which goes hand in hand with that accountability. Hence, all laws require that a data controller be designated as a prerequisite for compliance with the law.

Finally, there is the individual participation principle. This can be broken down into a bundle of rights that every person, however "person" is defined under the relevant law, holds and can enforce against the data controller. First, an individual has a right to know he is included in the data register. Second, any data in the register must be conveyed to the subject within a reasonable time, free of cost or at a reasonable charge, in a reasonable manner, and in a form that is readily intelligible to the subject. Third, a subject must be given reasons why a data controller will not comply with these disclosure requirements, and an opportunity to challenge that determination. Finally, the subject may challenge the validity, correctness, or completeness of the data about him. If the challenge is successful, the data shall be erased, rectified, completed, or amended as necessary.
Aside from the issue of privacy, the issue of copyright has been given a great deal of attention as it applies to computers. Thus far, no one has been successful in getting the concept of a computer network inside the umbrella of copyright. Simply put, this is because copyright is meaningless within the computer environment. Copyright best fits technologies which produce multiple identical copies at a central location, such as books, newspapers, or records. With such technologies, it is relatively easy to locate the source, in terms of both content and means of production, and to prove the number of copies made. Computers do not fit into that mold. Often copies are not identical but merely substantially similar. Most likely the copier will introduce changes during the copying process itself. When this happens, it is easy to lose sight of the original within a very short number of generations. It is also very easy to make copies of computer data; no special equipment is needed, just the computer itself. Perhaps computers are better suited to ASCAP type pooled royalty arrangements. Certainly this is the argument put forward by authors concerned about video tape piracy. Similar arguments will be heard shortly about the pirating of video games.

But the questions of privacy and copyright actually have very little to do with the overall impact of computer networks. Each is but a small area of the entire field, albeit a very visible area. The bulk of the law of computer networks will be formulated at the national level. It will be up to private international law to harmonize the divergent municipal laws, assuming that UNIDROIT is not successful in the near future. Public international law will have very little, if anything, to do with this process. Of course, it would be absolutely marvelous if the Hague Conference on Private International Law would put out a convention regulating this area. Regrettably, such advances do not appear to be forthcoming in the near future.

There has been only one attempt to regulate transborder data flow principles within a conflict of laws setting. It leaned very heavily towards application of the law of the state of origin, namely, the state of collection. While the superficial attraction of this choice is strong, it is about as desirable as the lex loci delicti rule in torts, i.e., in some cases it will produce absurd results. Conflict of law norms should be analyzed according to the pertinent fundamental function of the computer network in question.

The most obvious example of this is the remote movement function. The preferred standard is to judge the movement by the laws of the state
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35. FIRST MEETING, supra note 25, at 44.
in which the movement occurred, rather than by the laws of the state in which the impulse originated. An obvious example of this is driving. An Englishman remotely controlling an automobile in France should be required to meet the requirements of French motor vehicle laws, such as driving on the right hand side of the road. The liability should not be shifted or avoided just because the Englishman is in St. Albans or London, while his car is being driven in Jussy-Champagne or Paris.

Physical security and safety standards of the computer network should be governed by the law of the situs of the equipment. While this means different parts of the network will be subject to different standards, it does not create any problems. *Depecage* is a well known and tolerated principle in private international law. This concept stands for the proposition that the physical security and safety standards for any part of the network are fixed, since a network does not physically move around, and each user, no matter where he is located, is subject to the same requirements and offered the same protection regarding any particular part of the network. This alternative also satisfies any *ordre public* interests a state may have in preventing unsafe conditions within its territory, such as electrocution, explosion, fire, and so forth.

The next topic for consideration is the actual import and export of information, the telecommunications function. As with any other form of communication, a state may interrupt or suspend it for reasons of national security. While there is no way to ensure a uniform interpretation of national security, this is not likely to present a practical problem. Countries have, by and large, restrictively interpreted national security under Article 19 of the International Telecommunications Convention and they are very likely to continue to do so. A side effect of this would allow states to require users or networks to divulge any cryptographic keys to the national PTT (Post, Telegram, and Telephone, a nationally owned and operated monopoly) or its equivalent. While this appears to be a radical idea, it is in keeping with current public international law principles regarding telecommunications.

Many people are, and will continue to be, interested in privacy or data security. Doubtless much of this interest is in good faith, but a certain minority would use it as a non-tariff weapon to compete in the data processing field. The Intergovernmental Bureau of Informatics (IBI) has suggested by implication that the law of the state where the data is stored should determine the applicable privacy law. This proposition would only provide a short-term solution. As networks get larger, data will be stored in more than one place. On many computers, it is possible for part of a file to be stored on one device, while another part of the same file is stored on an entirely physically separate device. With the advent of
computer systems which simultaneously "back themselves up," such as the Tandem Non-Stop Computer, the same data will be stored in two different places at the same time to prevent possible loss or damage.

A naïve or casual user will never even notice this. An expert may notice it, but may not care. The computer does not care—most often it will store the data in the first available place, regardless of where that place is. This bears no relationship to how much free storage space is available in that place, unless it is completely full. Therefore the IBI's suggestion would lead to different parts, or possibly even the same part (in a "back up" type system), of a person's file being protected by different laws entirely on the basis of chance. Since random choice of law essentially destroys predictability, no rational legislator would knowingly make such a choice. As storage devices are refreshed or updated, a purely technical and internal computer function which usually cannot be performed by a user, the applicable law governing one piece of data would probably change, essentially randomly.

Therefore, a more predictable and rational connecting factor should be chosen. Nationality of the data subject is an obvious first choice. People often expect to be governed by the law of their nationality. This connecting factor presents several problems. In Europe, people often retain one nationality while residing in another country. The European Communities encourage and facilitate this. Further, companies often do not store the nationality of their data subjects. When a person changes his nationality, he does not normally notify his bank, credit bureau, or insurance company. There is also the problem of stateless people. What law would govern when a data subject has either no nationality or dual nationality?

Similar problems exist in choosing domicile as a connecting factor. Very few people know the location of their actual domicile. It may even be a place the data subject has never been to, such as the domicile of origin of one's parents, as in the case of a military man born to a military couple. There is no rational connection between the domicile of origin and a data subject, like there is between a data subject and a domicile of choice.

The simplest solution to the problem may be to choose the law of the data subject's habitual residence. Habitual residence is not the same thing as nationality or domicile. It is different because it follows the actual physical location of the data subject more closely. A data subject will usually notify his bank or insurance company of his new address.

Most data registers already store this information as a matter of course. A mailing address will usually be the same as, and almost certainly in the same law district as, the data subject’s habitual residence. Therefore, while multiple laws may apply to the bank as a whole, only one law would apply to each data subject within the data bank, regardless of where the data comes from or where it is physically stored.

This connecting factor will work equally well in cases of electronic theft or conversion, as opposed to physical theft, i.e., one authorized user copying another authorized user’s file illicitly. Electronic theft of computer network time would be controlled by the law of the principal place of business of the network. It is a rebuttable presumption that a corporation’s principal place of business is the place of its nationality, its place of incorporation. While one law district will enforce the civil laws of another district, no law district will enforce the penal laws of another law district.

Difficulties also spring forth when considering transactional data. Transactional data is generated from an event, such as an American Express charge card purchase in Istanbul. A certain superficial attraction attaches to the idea of using the law of the place of the transaction. That would not work well in all circumstances. It would be the correct law to apply to determine if there was a valid contract or a valid negotiable instrument. Public laws considered part of the loi d’application immédiate would be applied using the principle of lex fori. On the other hand, the purchaser’s habitual residence would dictate the consumer protection laws.

This discussion shows that there is no final answer on this issue. Like traditional choice of law, the questions of what law to apply should rely on characterization, at least to some extent. The applicable law should be determined from the context of the question: for what purpose is the applicable law being sought? The connecting factor can be, and probably should be, different for negotiable instrument considerations, consumer sales considerations, or privacy considerations. Since this is the normal state of affairs in private international law, this uncertainty should not cause any more than the traditional problems.

Of course, there will be courts and legal scholars who will try to insist on lex fori, for a variety of reasons such as familiarity, national

39. Convention, supra note 38, at art. 5.
sovereignty, and public policy. Such a stance is cowardly from an intellectual standpoint and counterproductive in the long run. Where and when multinational computer networks exist, and several do exist connecting over 20 countries, choice of the applicable law will turn into a race to the courthouse. Every country where the network can be accessed will claim jurisdiction, creating a massive concurrent jurisdiction problem with each forum trying to apply its own law. The stakes are high enough to make it financially advantageous for 20 countries to get embroiled in such a tar-baby, urged on by the parties. Such an outcome would do more than a simple disservice to the legal profession and the pursuit of justice.

40. E.g., Mark III Network of General Electric Information Services Company, Telenet, Tymnet of Tymshare Inc., and Euronet (slightly less than 20 countries at present).